SPRAY WEEDS WHILE YOU SWEEP!
The safest and most effective weed control

1.

Ideal for overall spray programmes but especially to achieve higher standards (e.g. for Britain in Bloom) to

ASYSPRAY

complement existing weed control programmes, or as a ‘spot’ tidy up operation between main applications
of herbicide.
2.

The herbicide is applied by automatically calibrated Controlled Droplet Application (CDA).

3.

With the EASY-SPRAY® unit from Amenity Land Solutions, there is very low risk of environmental hazards such
as spray drift and over-dosing.

4.

Public attention is not drawn to the spraying operation, as sweeping is usually taking place at the same time.

5.

Bayer Environmental Science herbicide CDA Vanquish Biactive used in the CDA Pavement Sprayer is
Non-irritant and environmentally the safest available under COSHH regulations.

Machine Servicing, Herbicide, CDA Cleaner, Spare Parts:
Maxwell Amenity Ltd, Allscott Park, Allscott, Telford, TF65DY - T: 01952 897414 E: info@spraycda.com

BENEFITS OF THE
EASY-SPRAY PKS SPRAYER
»» Can be fitted to all commercial sweepers and utility
vehicles.

ASYSPRAY

»» Computer programmed – Automatically Calibrated
»» The unique spray head is totally sealed and protects
against extreme moisture, salt and dirt.
»» Auto Self-Cleaning. Non-optional, to maintain reliable
service.
»» Vehicle dashboard lockable control panel for easy &
safe operator use.
»» Simple on/ off push button to spot or blanket spray.
»» Variable swath width and forward speed to suit user.
»» Fully Adjustable spray arms fold away when not in use.
»» Stainless steel box with two lockable hasps.
»» Chemical reverse facility. Saves chemical and
washing contamination.
»» Modular construction simplifies servicing and repairs.
»» New reduced application rate saves money and
meets environmental standards.
Note: SprayCDA can offer operator training and certification on request.
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